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In this journal, Lcclerc proved that the dimension of the partiailly ordered slet con- 
sisting of all subf~ce’~ of a tree T, m&red by inclusion, is the number of end yuints of 
‘I’. Leclerc posed the probkrn of determitAng the dimension the partially ed set 
P consisting of all inducxxI connected subgraphs of a connec graph G for tPisa 
lattice. 
In this paper, WC prove that the poset P consisting af all induced connected subgraphs 
of a nontrivial connected graph G, partially ordered by inclusion, has dimcnsior. n whcrc 
n is the number of rtioncut vertices in G wheehcr or not P is a fatticc. We also dctcrmine 
the ditnensian of the distrilbutivc Iattic?- of all subgraphs of a 6 {ph. 
The dimension of’ a partialfy ordered set (X, P) was defi 
lm!l ] as H-w minimum nuflhcr of linear orders on 
intersection is l? A goset has ciiinensicm one if and only if it is a chain. 
In [ 61 Leclorc proved the fol2owing result which gives an alternate 
rmitim of dismzsion for hs~,: posets which are not chains. 
sl.l e results in [ 131. 
all incomparable pairs ((x, j+: x!.P 
we denote the transitive closure o: 
t iE the statement of heoaem 2‘ P iI: is necessary to inter- 
ts cyclically, i.e., am+l = aI. f 3 5 gP, a subset of the 
b E P iff j = i + 1 for 
eli known theortizm 1’71 on the exten- 
to linear orders gives the following alternate deli- 
ets which sfP # [Note that if 9,, = 0, 
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and n minim 
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For the sake of c~~~pleteness, we inclu 
t e is indeed an n-dimensional poset. 
e8c an argume 
efer the read 
for much more general results for families of posets which include 
S$ Ckaracterization theorems invoIving $ are given in [ t ,5,10,12]. 
oaf. Let P be the partial order on Z$! and suppo~ that S$ = J, U J2 
U . . . u J,, where t C n. It follows that there exist distinct integers i and j
s~)a that (u, bi) E k and Caj, b]) rsomek&t 
csntains a T cycle of leng conclude th; 
On the other hand for each i G n, let Ji_T {(ai* bir). Since JJil z I 9 Ji 
tzimnot have any % -cycles and then Qi := P u Cli is a partial order for 
esch i < II. Now let L,, L,, . . . . L, be arbitrary linear orders on 
/3i C Li. Tt is easy to see that P is the i+er$ection of L,, L,, . . . . and 
thus cim 52 < rr. 
ince G is non-trivial, we II&r;: that M 2 2. 
= 2, it is clmr that dli 
nniected subgray:rhs 0 f G consisting 
non-cut vert ict,:s and the induwd 
n, form a ckjpy 0f S$ 
on the sc:f of incomparable pairs 
We define for eactt 
ppose (II,, H,i E 9,. 
- H,. If x is a non-cut verfex of 6;” say 
0lw suppose x is a CU,! vertex of G. Then N1 
s. Ch00se a non-cut ver- 
- _.. not containing HI. It fol- 
oaf. We denote the lattice of all subgraphs of G by S(G) VI 
posct of Y(C) consisting of all join irreduci 
ha5 t co ?nents, c’, , C,, . . . , Cf where t 2 
P(C, ) + P(X 2 1 + . . . + fWt 1. Therefore a maximum 
isthefreesumkl =A, +A2+...fA, whereeach 
chain in P(Ci). encc it suffices to prove our theorem for connected 
graphs. 
ILet C be a nontrivial connected graph with p vertices an 
Choose a maximum antichain A fro P(G) so that 
in A is as large as possible. If contains all the edg 
on the other hand, if A contains no edges of C, th 
pose that A contains some but no 
ncotcd we may choose coincident 
Let the end vcrticos ok be .Y and 1’ an’d the end 
It follows tkt y & A and s f ; We nlay then c 
is a maximum antichain of P(G) containing on 
contradiction completes the proof. 
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